The present study investigates the mechanical behavior of a shear-type damper using a low-yield-strength circular hollow section (LYCHSD). The hysteresis characteristics and the deformation capacity of the LYCHSD should be evaluated in order to use LYCHSD as a seismic energy absorbing device. Thus, monotonic and cyclic loading tests were conducted on LYCHSD as variable parameters. The calculation method for full plastic shear strength and initial stiffness are established. The fatigue life of LYCHSD is predicted using Manson-Coffin law. In addition, FEM analysis is conducted in order to evaluate the local strain around the welding part due to the crack.
1. 30Cycle  40Cycle  52Cycle  14 17588-100c7  C  −  2Cycle  23Cycle  30Cycle  16 17588-150c3  C  −  20Cycle  69Cycle  89Cycle  17 17588-150c5  C  −  17Cycle  27Cycle  38Cycle  18 17565-100c3  S+C  55Cycle  65Cycle  130Cycle  164Cycle  19 17565-100c5  S+C  18Cycle  12Cycle  31Cycle  49Cycle  20 17565-100c7  S+C  6Cycle  9Cycle  16Cycle  28Cycle  21 L17812-100c3  C  −  20Cycle  85Cycle  147Cycle  22 L17812-100c5  C  −  6Cycle  33Cycle  51Cycle  23 L17812-100c7  C  −  2Cycle  12Cycle  17Cycle h' The present study investigates the mechanical behavior of shear-type damper using low-yield-strength circular hollow section (LYCHSD). Thus, monotonic and cyclic loading tests were conducted on LYCHSD considering the diameter, the aspect ratio, the diameter-thickness ratio and loading method as variable parameters. The calculation method for full plastic shear strength and initial stiffness is established. It is found that the cumulative plastic shear deformation angle is inversely proportional to the aspect ratio, the loading amplitude, the material of steel pipe and the diameter. In addition, finite element analysis is conducted in order to evaluate the local strain around the welding part and to verify the monotonic loading test results.
Fig.4 Collapse mechanism
Our conclusions are listed below.
1) From the result investigated in cyclic shear loading test, the LYCHSD exhibited the spindle-shaped hysteresis characteristics in stable state.
2) The pull plastic shear strength ratio eQp/cQp (experimental values / calculated values using Collapse mechanism)
is ranging from 0.96 to 1.08. The initial stiffness ratio e K/ c K (experimental values / calculated values considering both bending deformation and shear deformation) is ranging from 0.84 to 1.31.
3) The specimens of the diameter-thickness ratio D/t about 20 show the highest deformation capacity. having the same value of the aspect ratio and the diameter-thickness ratio, the specimens of the diameter 130 mm was higher in the cumulative plastic shear deformation angle than in the specimens of the diameter 175 mm. This is attributed to the impact on the backing metal that has constant height and width, in all specimens.
Hereupon, it could be verified in the relationship between the effective aspect ratio and the equivalent plastic strain in position where is placed in the welding part and in the center part of steel tube from the FEM analysis. （2015 年 5 月 9 日原稿受理，2015 年 10 月 6 日採用決定）
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